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We know that for many of our congregants, 
hope can be hard to find these days. If you 
are experiencing adversity (whether health, 
financial, mental, or spiritual), please feel free 
to reach out to our clergy and staff.

We are never truly apart.
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“Black Mirror,” a series available 
on Netflix, is a favorite show of 
Jacent’s and mine. We started 

watching because every time we try wat-
ching something at night, without fail, one 
of us falls asleep early. “Black Mirror,” unlike 
most series, consists of entirely independent 
episodes. This format was perfect for us, as 
it meant that whoever fell asleep didn’t have 
any catching up to do the next time we wat-
ched (and if we wanted, we could go back and 
watch what we missed at any point).

Each episode of the series takes one piece 
of society today, usually having to do with 
technology and/or social media. It examines 
the potential consequences of this trend to 
the extreme. Most episodes take place in 
the future, although some do not. (Warning 
- some can get quite grotesque, and it’s defi-
nitely not recommended for all audiences. If 
you’re going to try watching, I recommend not 
starting with the first episode.)

I didn’t understand the meaning of the 
title, “Black Mirror,” until I had been watching 

“[The] use of screens allows our connections to strengthen even as we 

are physically distanced”

for a while. It turns out the name comes from 
the somewhat eerie reflection one sees when 
looking at a television, computer, phone, or 
tablet screen when it is turned off, resulting 
in a black mirror. Ultimately, Charlie Brooker, 
the show’s creator, asks us to contemplate 
what reflection we are emitting through the 
lens, or the screen, of our technology. Rather 
than the literal reflection, we focus on how we 
use our technology to reflect the individual 
and society that are utilizing it. The picture is 
rarely a pretty one.

I spoke from our bima in one of my first 
Yom Kippur services about the social risks 
when technology, screens, and social media 
keep us from being present to the reality of 
our own lives and the society around us. My 
addiction to my phone has only worsened sin-
ce that time, as I am now one of those people 
who is glued to my screen far too often. And 
yet, without our screens as a source of our so-
cial interactions over these past few months 
for our synagogue and Jewish communities 
around the world, we would have been com-
pletely isolated from our friends and family.

Through our screens, we can create 
connections. In addition to our livestreamed 
services, we have opportunities to gather, 
both to learn and to socialize with fellow con-
gregants. If you are not yet comfortable with 
Zoom, please try, or try again. It is far from 
perfect, but this use of our screens allows our 
connections to strengthen even as we are 
physically distanced.

We are preparing to worship together, 
even as we are apart, during our upcoming 
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01 HOLY SCREEN TIME
CLERGY

by Rabbi Joel Simon
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High Holy Days. Even with our 
screens turned on, we too will be 
looking into a mirror. What will we 
see? We will ask the same questions 
we have asked on every Rosh Has-
hana and Yom Kippur in which we 
sat in our sanctuary. We will think 
about how we have each responded 
to our current adversity and how 
our reflection contributes to the 
world around us.

We yearn for in-person inte-
ractions, but we must continue to 
sacrifice for our own well-being 
and that of the greater society. We 
will come back to a time of putting 
our screens away, but for now, let 
us be inspired by the stories we 
find within these pages as we think 
about how we can use our screens 
to learn, connect, and grow. May 
the reflection we see in our black 
mirrors be one in which we are 
surrounded by our Schaarai Zedek 
family, and may we see a picture of 
ourselves that shows compassion, 
concern, and love for every life. ◆

Temple members gathered on Zoom to say 

farewell to Rabbi Farb.

In May, we hosted our first “Drive-Thru Shabbat” 

and greeted congregants from a safe distance.

“Let us be inspired . . . and think about how we can 
use our screens to learn, connect, and grow”
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GY I always had a clear vision of the moment I 
would be ordained as a rabbi. I would walk up 
the steps of the bimah at Plum Street Temple 

in Cincinnati, only barely taking in its grand 
design, and I would glide effortlessly to the rabbi 
who would make me a rabbi. They would lay 
their hands on my head, say the sacred words 
that would imbue me with a new title, and then I 
would sink into the pews, full of emotion, a whole 
new person. But, as with many of our hopes for 
2020, this is not how things worked out.

When it became clear back in March that large 
events would be unsafe, my class of 5th year rab-
binical students at Hebrew Union College worked 
quickly. We met every week to see what we could 
do about “saving” HUC’s Ordination, a ritual 
that, as far as I know, has been enacted every 
year since the beginning of the 20th century. We 
came up with plans for every contingency, with 
a Zoom-only program being our last choice. But 
then, that choice became the only option. 

It was heartbreaking for us, for our teachers, for 
our families. My dad, who happens to be my rabbi, 
was working on composing a piece of music for 
the ceremony, and it was painful to realize that we 
would never hear it performed at the iconic Plum 
Street Temple. In our sadder moments, some of us 
wanted to skip the ceremony, get our certificates 
in the mail, and move on. But we pushed forward 
together. 

We poured our hearts into creating an online 
ritual that would do justice to the occasion. We 
put together a full day of online learning as a 
class with great Jewish scholars from near and 
far. We invited family and friends, many of whom 

could never have made it to Cincinnati in the 
first place. We put in time, thought, and kavanah 
(positive Jewish intention). And then it happe-
ned! It was not what I imagined, but it was better 
than I could have hoped for. At the end, I felt like 
a rabbi. Because I was.

During these past months, life has not been 
the way any of us imagined. Birthdays, gradua-
tions, Purim, Passover, Mother’s Day, Father’s 
Day, school, visiting family (old and young), even 
getting coffee with a friend -- all of these “normal” 
events have been turned upside down and inside 
out. Nothing has been easy, and staying optimistic 
remains a challenge.

There is a Japanese art form known as kintsu-
gi in which one repairs shards of broken pottery 
with lacquer and gold dust. The brokenness of 
the pieces is both made visible and beautified, 
unlike most repairs in which we try to make it 
seem like the damage never occurred. Our lives 
are in pieces, some of us more profoundly than 
others, and trying to put things back together the 
way they were doesn’t work anymore. Mending 
our days and healing our spirits will entail putting 
the pieces of our lives back together in new ways.

With online services, virtual brunches, Zoom 
meetings, and lots and lots of emails, texts, and 
calls, it is clear to me that Congregation Schaa-
rai Zedek is building something new. We are 
adapting. We are connecting. We are living lives 
that we could never have imagined but which 
are being beautified by our compassion for one 
another. I am so excited to be a part of what we 
are creating together. Thank you for welcoming 
me so warmly. Thank you for letting me imagine 
new ways of being Jewish with you. ◆
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Lockdown

Sweat dripped down my neck as I clicked 
submit at the end of the grueling ei-
ght-hour practice MCAT exam. Grabbing 

my phone from across the room and powe-
ring back up, alerts frantically interrupted 
the silence. Quickly scanning them, I felt my 
chest tighten as I dialed Matt, who had been 
patiently awaiting my call.

Disney World was closing, nullifying our 
postnuptial celebratory kid-focused family 
trip. Group meetings were banned. In those 
eight hours, the world had changed, with our 
wedding one week away.

It was difficult, but we quickly decided to 
cancel the wedding to keep the people we 
love safe. In consultation with Rabbi Simon, 
we decided to move forward with our carefu-
lly selected cheeky “blast-off” wedding date 
of 3.21 in a small, private ceremony with only 
two witnesses in attendance.

Even with our decision to modify, Matt felt 
it was important to have as much of our real 
wedding as possible. I wore my dress; Matt 
wore his tuxedo. I had my bouquet, and Matt 

had his boutonniere. We made sure that our 
photographer could safely capture our day.

On the morning of our wedding, I woke 
up feeling like I should feel different. I mean, 
this is a big day, right? Instead, it felt like any 
other lovely day. Isn’t it funny how life is that 
way? We expect moments to feel different, 
but when everything is right and good, they 
don’t. My mom always reminds me that the 
unexpected thing about getting older is that 
while your bones grow old, you still feel the 
same on the inside.

With the sun beaming as only a Florida 
sun can do, we enjoyed a leisurely morning 
filled with decadent challah French toast, web 
chatting with the 20s+30s group from Schaa-
rai Zedek, running outside with our oldest 
pup, and singing “Siman Tov u’Mazel Tov” on 
repeat as we laughed and danced around the 
bedroom.

In our merriment, the time slipped away 
from us, and before we knew it, we were 
frantically rushing to make it to the temple 
on time. Matt sent Rabbi Simon a text letting 
him know we were running behind, and his 
response, “We won’t start without you!” had 
us laughing and returned us to our former 
state of joy.

We arrived at the temple sweaty but still 
laughing with a photographer in tow. Rabbi 
Simon offered to use the temple’s livestream 

03

Wedding
by Carolyn Adler

Carolyn and Matt opted to keep their ceremony 

at Schaarai Zedek and have friends and family 

join on Zoom.

Amy and Jared Miller, friends of the bride and groom, 

were present to witness the couple’s ketubah signing.

“In those eight hours, 
the world had changed, 

with our wedding one 
week away”

LIFECYCLE
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A Day in the Life 
of a Zoom Bride
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for the family to tune in remotely. What we 
wouldn’t see until after our service was all 
of them dressed to the nines, congregating 
around screens, with wedding-like rows of 
seating to cheer us on as we stepped into ma-
rried life. Surrounded by a virtual family and 
two very dear friends to witness our ketubah 
signing, we made a covenant.

Before the ceremony, we discussed the 
details with Rabbi Simon, and he asked if 
we would walk down the aisle, to which we 
responded, “Well, that seems silly as we will 
be getting ready together.”

At the temple, Rabbi Simon wisely asked 
again, and this time we agreed to the forma-
lities. He knew from our premarital meetings 
the significance of the religious ceremony to 
us and gently guided us towards the tradi-

tions that are now cherished memories. We 
both left the auditorium to pretend it was our 
first time entering, Matt winking at me as he 
left me in the foyer.

As I walked down the aisle to Rabbi Simon 
playing “Dodi Li (Song of Songs)” on the 
guitar, I felt the lump in my throat as tears 
filled my eyes. At the end of the aisle was the 
man who had loved me patiently and well 
and helped put back together the pieces of 
my broken heart. Walking toward me was my 
beloved, and the knowledge that I am my be-
loved’s, and my beloved is mine overwhelmed 
us with gratitude.

Sometimes imperfect moments give us 
the most beautiful memories if we are open to 
letting go of our expectations. When we look 
back on our day, we remember the perfection 
that was not the plans we let go. ◆

Rabbi Simon played “Dodi Li (Song of Songs)” on 

the guitar as the bride walked down the aisle.

April 18, 2020 was to be our 
wedding date. Gary and I 
chose this date very carefully. 

April is the fourth month of the year, 
my favorite number. 18 has the num-
ber eight, which is Gary’s favorite 
number. Rabbi Simon was going to 
perform the wedding ceremony at 
8:04 PM at our request.

The date was rapidly approa-
ching when COVID-19 took over. 
The government was beginning to 
put restrictions in place, and where 
there weren’t, our family and friends 
were adding their own rules. We had 
decided to call Rabbi Simon to tell 
him that the wedding might not take 
place. In his optimistic way, Rabbi 

Simon said, “Not so fast, let’s think 
how we can make this happen.” I 
actually said that there were more 
pressing things taking place, and 
we should postpone the ceremony. 
Rabbi wouldn’t hear of it and said 
that a wedding is very important, 
and so began the research as to how 
this would all come together.

Zoom! That’s how we’ll do it. 
We had trial runs to make sure we 
can connect. Then there was the 
question of how many can celebra-
te with us. Thousands, I was told. 
Gary and I gathered all our family 
and friends and invited them to this 
virtual and very special event. We 
were standing on the lanai with no 

one beside us. Rabbi was officiating 
from his office, and our family and 
friends from all corners of the coun-
try attended. 

We didn’t know what to expect 
when we signed on to have this 
virtual ceremony. Gary and I never 
felt alone for one moment. We felt 
the warmth, excitement, and joy 
from everyone that was a part of our 
Zoom wedding. 

Rabbi Simon made our special 
evening nothing less than wonder-
ful. April 18, 2020 is a date that will 
always have such special meaning 
to us. 

When you are dealt lemons, you 
learn to make lemonade. ◆

by Susan Miller
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THE FIRST ZOOM05

Alex Rose & Ally Min Linsky celebrated their B’not Mitzvah from home,
while family and loved ones joined the ceremony from Zoom.

When we signed up to be the 
first “Zoom Mitzvah,” we 
didn’t know what we were 

in for. It ended up being a whirlwind 
of emotions and an amazing day. It 
exceeded our expectations, and it 
felt like a religious ceremony at the 
synagogue. But with one catch - we 
were able to do it from our very 
own home. Thanks to the advanced 
technology and support from Rabbi 
Simon and Cantor Cannizzaro, we 
were able to have the b’not mitzvah 
of our dreams. 

On the Saturday of our service, 
we had a rehearsal before which 

allowed everything, including the 
“virtual” opening and closing of the 
ark and the alliyas to run smoothly. 
We were both nervous and anxious 
because we’re perfectionists, but 
our fears were put at ease. It felt real 
because all of our family and friends 
were surrounding us both on Zoom 
and around our dining room table. 
We were able to keep all aspects of 
Schaarai Zedek’s traditional service. 
We read from the Torah in our own 
home which is something that 
was important and special to us. 
There’s a lot of effort and time that 
went into our service, but it was all 
worth it. 

With that being said, we are so 
thankful for everyone who contri-
buted to our service. It was such 
a joyous event that we will always 
remember and never forget. Like 
we said in our speech, we live in an 
“everyday’s a great day” mindset 
which was integral during our ser-
vice. Our Torah portion was about 
the Jubilee year, and our service 
was definitely a jubilee as it was so 
important for us to block out the 
challenges during this time and un-
der these circumstances. If we can 
just live in the moment, we can all 
have our own jubilees, even in these 
challenging times. ◆
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E Cooking with Cantor

Cantor Cannizzaro shows participants 

how to make her delicious recipes.

On June 16, Schaarai Zedek Sisterhood hosted 
a virtual “Cooking with Cantor” class on Zoom. 

Participants shopped for ingredients before 
the session started, and together, with Cantor 

Cannizzaro’s guidance, they cooked a full 
Shabbat meal!

The recipes included healthy zucchini fries, 
Cantor’s baked chicken, balsamic onion and 

thyme carrots, and a delicious foolproof 
brownie recipe.

Full recipes are available on our website at 
zedek.org/cookingwithcantor. 
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06
GRIEVING DURING 
COVID-19

LIFECYCYLE

by Judith Mish

It has now been over three months 
since my beloved husband, Joel 
passed away. At any other time, I 

would have been surrounded by fa-
mily and friends from many places, 
had a beautiful memorial service 
in our sanctuary honoring Joel and 
the life he had, sat shiva with many 
around, and just had the time to tell 
stories, share hugs, and most of all 
had closure. However, due to the 
virus, all that changed in an instant, 
and I found myself totally alone.

So how have I managed during 
this most difficult time, you might 
ask? Quite simply, my amazing Sis-
terhood friends have called and ca-
lled, constantly checking on me and 
giving me words of encouragement, 
listening to me cry, FaceTiming me, 
and much more. Food has been 
dropped at my door, a challah on 
Shabbat, and countless other good 
deeds. Rabbi Simon, Rabbi Birnholz, 
and Rabbi Farb have checked on me 
so many times, always giving me 
words of encouragement, and many 
times making me laugh. 

Our daughter and her family fa-
cetime me almost daily, and on Sha-
bbat, when they sit down to dinner, I 
am part of the ritual of prayers, ligh-
ting the candles together, blessing 
the wine, and watching them bless 
the challah that our granddaughter 
makes each week. Our son has done 

my grocery shopping for me each 
week and also checks on me daily. I 
am so lucky to have two wonderful 
children that are so caring.

After weeks of sitting home, 
feeling depressed and missing Joel 
more than I can say, I got up one day 
and realized that life was so very 
precious, and I need to be there for 
not only my family but for myself. On 
went the sneakers and out the door 
I went for what has now become a 
ritual of walking five miles a day, five 
days a week. It has been the best 
medicine ever, giving me time to 

reflect on all that I had for 57 years 
with Joel, and realize all I have to 
keep going for.

Zoom has become a great friend, 
as I get to worship each week with 
our Schaarai Zedek family, cook 
with the Cantor and our Sisterhood, 
listen to lectures and go on tours 
right from my office. This is not the 
journey that I once saw for myself, 
but I have come to terms with it and 
look forward to the day when I can 
pray in our sanctuary, be surroun-
ded by friends, and yes, spend a cool 
summer in Ithaca once again.  ◆

“I got up one day and realized that life was so 

very precious, and I need to be there for not 

only my family but for myself”

TORAH CIRCLE

We express our gratitude to our congregants.
Thank you for your commitment to our temple 

through your Torah Circle pledge.

As I was writing to you all a 
year ago, we were preparing for 
our 125th anniversary, celebrating 
all those who worked so hard to 
create and continue to build our 
holy community. As we looked to 
the future, we affirmed that even 
as we change as a community, the 
values that guided our creation and 
sustained us over these 125 years 
would remain a part of Schaarai Ze-
dek. We were living a year in which 
we continued to innovate new ways 
to create community, connections, 
and meaningful Jewish moments 
for all of our members. 

And then we had to pivot when 
physical gatherings, which defined 
our community in so many ways, 
became a risk. As we were changing 
how we gathered, all of us were 
changing the way we lived our lives, 
and my sincere hope is that our pre-
sence was able to provide strength 
and comfort to those who needed 
it. In this magazine, we have seen 
stories representing how Schaarai 
Zedek has been there to celebrate 
and mourn with our members in 
these most trying of times. 

Our innovative program and 
forward-thinking had us prepared 
to pivot, and I am incredibly proud 
of our clergy, staff, and lay leaders. 
Still, none of our work would have 
been possible without the support 
of the Rabbi Richard J. Birnholz 
Torah Circle. I could not be more 
grateful to Francine and Dick 
Dobkin, Russell LaFuente, Lee and 
Saul Rachelson, Rena L. and Joel 
B. Singer, and those who responded 
to their challenge. You put us in a 
position to thrive this year, and we 
thank you.

We also recognize that this 
coming year is going to be a difficult 
one. The pandemic financially 
impacts many of our congregants. 
No one is turned away from our 
congregation because of a lack of 
financial means. This, too, is only 
possible because of our Torah Circle 
donors. As we thank last year’s 
supporters, I hope those who find 
themselves in a secure place will 
consider increasing your gifts this 
year. Thanks to this coming year’s 
challenge givers Laura and Richard 
Eggnatz, Laureen and Scott Jaffe, 

Meg 
and Gary 
Moskovitz, 
Laura and 
Steve Salzer, 
the Gil, Betsy, 
Dan and Holly 
Singer family, 
and Paula and 
Carl Zielonka, we 
are already off to 
a great start. Now 
I am asking you to 
join me as we join 
them. 

Our foundation 
is strong, and we will 
grow stronger as a com-
munity in the coming 
year, emerging on the 
other side with strengthe-
ned relationships, identi-
ties, and faith.

Thank you for supporting 
our mission, and thank you 
for being a part of our beloved 
family. ◆

- Rabbi Joel Simon

Thank You to our Torah Circle Donors

Torah Circle
Rabbi Richard J. Birnholz
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2019-2020 Challenge Givers
Francine & Dick Dobkin
Russell LaFuente
Lee & Saul Rachelson
Rena L. & Joel B. Singer

Chaver - $18,000
Cheryl & Steven Fisher*
Sharon & Bruce Gobioff*
Janet & Michael Kass*

Tikkun Olam - $12,500
Lynne & Fred Merriam*
Herman Forbes Charitable Trust*

Bet HaKnesset - $10,000
Lyris & Eric Newman*

Massim Tovim - $7,500
Tonya & Peter Benstock*

Tzedek - $5,000
Susan Kessler & Jeffrey Berger
Donna & Richard Birnholz
Susan & Bert Boksen
Cookie & Booky Buchman
Susie & Lex Goldenberg*
Marie Hyman
Alicia & Michael LeVine
Rosalynne & Arthur Miller
Meg & Gary Moskovitz
Susie & Mitchell Rice
Debbie & Todd Rosenthal*
Mary Sue & Fred Rothenberg
Rose & Jules Saland
Laura & Steve Salzer*
Elaine & Hinks Shimberg
Holly Gershow & Daniel Singer*
Rena L. & Joel B. Singer
Elaine & Otto Weitzenkorn
Anonymous
Anonymous*

Chesed - $3,000
Gloria & Herb Berkowitz*
Janie & Marty Borell
Phyllis & Irwin Browarsky
Pat & Mitch Forman
Mary Frances Holmes & Dean Franklin*
Kim & Dan Goldberg
Betty Goldenberg
Morris Hanan*
Andi & Kenny Jacobs*
Laureen & Scott Jaffe
Robin & Scott Katz*
Barbara & Aydin Keskiner*
Laura & Gary Kleinman
Lynn & Richard Levine*
Michele Fleeter-Miller & Mark Miller
Adrienne & Jeffrey Mouch*
Francine & David Rosenberg

Richard Rudolph*
Caroline & Matt Schwartz
Karen & Brian Shanberg*
Jacent & Joel Simon
Bob Tannenbaum
Renee & Mark Wiskup
Myra & Mark Wolfson
Donna & Tom Wood
Ahava (Love) - $2,500
Sherri & Brian Cherry
Cris & David Gilden
Jerilyn & Stu Goldsmith
Lisa & Marc LeVine*
Betsy & Gil Singer
Vicki & Joel Sokolik*
Michele & Mark Weinstock*

Chai - $1,800
Suzette & Monroe Berkman
Janet & Bob Blackburn*
Robin & Michael Brodsky*
Sheila & Dick Eatroff
Laura & Richard Eggnatz
Denise & Ira Federer
Leigh & Scott Feuer
Ellie Fishman
Gayle & Dennis Geagan
Shanna & Bryan Glazer
Eileen & Bruce Goldenberg
Barbara & Allan Goldman
Sue & Scott Goldsmith
Kellie & Michael Haber
Lauri & David Hochberg*
Debbie & Fred Hoffman
Alejandra & Craig Kalik
Marcy & Marc Kaufman
Paula & Geoffrey Kwitko
Iris & Bill Lazarus
Karen & Jonathan Levy
Tammy & John Li
Vicki & Craig Linn
Carla & Howard Markowitz
Cindy & Tony Minetti
Marianne Fisher & David Moore
Carol & Lawrence Muroff
Lauren & Edward Nast
Leslie & John Osterweil
Leah Perlman & Michael Poch
Lori & Alan Rash
Sara & Morton Richter
Debbie & Steve Rovner
Mary Ann & Marty Schaffel
Rose Schiff
Tammy & Seth Schimmel
Mariela & Scott Shear
Elizabeth & Jim Shimberg
Heidi & Scott Shimberg
Andrea & Matt Silverman*
Evelyn Straus*
Nancy & Tom Tilchin
Missy & Alan Weiner

Jill & David Weinstein
Rande & Steven Weissman
Marian Winters
Rob Zamore*
Paula & Carl Zielonka

Simcha - $1,000
Melanie & Rudy Acosta*
Leslie Aidman
Leslie & Gene Balis
Lisa Rohatiner &  Craig Behrenfeld
Karen & Marc Blumenthal*
Joyce Whitman Tawil & David Bruck
Cantor Deborrah Cannizzaro
Lisa Kiev-Chen & Alex Chen*
Andrea & Sandy Dolgin
Evan Duglin
Nadine & Dennis Feldman
Julie & Warren Fisher
Barbara & Barry Frank
Frances Friedman Williams
Terrill Hameroff*
Kathy & Mark Heller*
Gail & Steve Holtzman
Diane & Peter Jacobson*
James H. and Amy G. Shimberg 
Foundation

Patty Kalish
William Kalish*
Joel Karpay
Haylie & Brian Katz*
Julie & Michael Kittredge*
Lisa & David Koche*
Stacie & Sam Linsky*
Merrill Marx
Janet & John McEnery
Merideth & Bobby Newman*
Lois & Jay Older*
Carolann Osiason*
Laura & David Osterweil
Ellie & Joe Probasco
Alice & Stanley Rosenthal
Nancy & Joel Routman
Elaine Rubel*
Ann & Ronald Rudolph
Amanda & Stephen Saft
Monica & Andrew Sams
Jerome Schine
Dawn & Douglas Schocken
Pattie & Adrian Schreiber
Lori & David Schwartz*
Megan & Jeremy Selbst*
Jane & Stephen Sergay
Gisele & Daniel Shapiro
Michele & Scott Shapiro*
Kailie & Maurice Shaw*
Diane & Paul Slakter
Bonnie & David Solomon
Carly & Max Stein*
Adrianne Sundheim
Bev & Arnie Tannenbaum

Sam Wax
Sonya & Stephen Weinberg*
Leigh Ann & Don Weinbren*
Lisa Gamell & Rory Weiner
Aida & Charles Weissman*
Anne & Glenn Winograd*
Kathi Hunter-Wolf & Sheldon Wolf
Linda Fries Woolf & Walter Woolf
Roberta & Gary Zamore
Cynthia & Peter Zinober

Kavod - $750
Suzanne Clemons
Vanessa & Ron Cohn*
Eva & Bill Gruman
Tracey & Richard Miller
Carlen & Jonathan Mines*
Linda & Evin Netzer*
Jill & Rod Neuman
Rosemary Perfit
Julie & Keith Roher
Toni & Russ Rosen
Nancy Bell & Ron Rotella*
Karen & Sergio Waksman*
Sandia & David Wasserman
Conrad Weller*
Anne & Gregory Yadley*
Lara Zielin
Mary & Rami Zohar

Shalom - $500
Margarita Almorza*
Marvin Aronovitz*
Iris & Al Bernstein*
Jessica & Brian Boksen
Lindsay & Joshua Bomstein
Carole Cherry
Betty Cohen
Jodi Cohen
Dorene & Edward Epstein*
Marilyn & Robert Farber*
Emelia & David Flitman
Susan & Tom Freeman
Lisa & Michael Goetz
Phyllis & Gary Gould
Sherri & Jeffrey Greenberg*
Shelley & Lee Grossbard
Jamie Haischer
Susan Alden & Robert Hauser*
Lynne & Larry Hyman
Kay & Maril Jacobs
Marcia Israeloff & Paul Jacobsen
Judy Jacobson
Sonny Jacobson*
Naomi Jaffe*
Andrea & Michael Katz
Elyssa & Paul Kornberg*
Jane & Jaime Kratz
Susan & Richard Leisner
Leonard Levy
Susan Johnson & Mark Linsky

Elise & Gar Lippincott*
Brenda & Warren Mack
Steven Mandel
Lori & Stuart Markman
Cindy & Mark Mellman
Mike Muroff*
Emily & Zach Nolan*
Andrea Zelman & T. Clay Phillips
Linda Rice
Judith O. Rosenkranz
Jean & David Rubin*
Shannon & Steve Rutherford*
April & Gordon Schiff
Michael Schine
Francie & Murray Shames
Melinda & James Sheer
Allison & David Singer*
Cindy Spahn
Myrna & Jesse Starr*
Martha & Jonathan Stein
Elaine Stupp
Lynn & Harry Teichman*
Elliott Tepper
Gail & Andy Titen
Joan & Marc Wadler
Anonymous

Beracha - $250
Pam & Josh Adler
Ruth Adrian
Becky Ferrell-Anton & David Anton
Robert Applebaum*
Nancy & Bob Bader
Johanna & Sheldon Barat*
Karen & Mitchell Bentley
Anne & Ian Bernstein
Teddi & Benjie Bloomston
Gary Cass
Dharshini Tambiah Cohen &  
Warren Cohen*

Erin & Seth Cooper
Yvette & Rodolfo Eichberg
Jolene & Neil Fabricant*
Cathy Peckett & Ray Gadd
Sandy & Steve Gersten
Natalie & Roman Gimpelevich*
Marisa & Jeffrey Glassman
Susan & David Glickman
Barbara & Bruce Goldstein
Alyssa & Peter Greenberger*
Alyce Gross
Barbara Ingber*
David Jacobson
Claudia & Bruce Kahan*
Fay & Michael Kallish
Joyce & Barry Karpay
Caren & Robert Katz
Traci & Daniel Klein*
Jaime & Jon Koren*
Diana & Drew Kronick
Ron Lasday

Toni & Andrew Lewis
Karen & Michael Linsky
Cynthia Guzner & Rob Macaulay
Judy Manowitz
Connie Mansfield*
Angela & Steven Maskin*
Bev & Hal Maurer
Lisa & Andrew McCumber*
Lou Ann & Jerry Messerman
Amy & Jared Miller*
Mimi Osiason
Mary & Randy Osiason
Edda Page
Andi & Ron Parker
Jen & Jeff Pegler*
Carole & Lyle Philipson
Steve Present*
Fern Rabil*
Rachel & Dave Rapkin*
Beth & Tony Reading
Shelley Reback
Marcia & Jack Reiber
Allen Root*
Robert Roth
Diane & Craig Rothburd
Joan Altshuler & Lee Rubin
Ann Rubin Goldman
Anita & Albert Saphier
Stephanie & Alan Saunders
Linda & Mark Schocken
Nancy & Jeff Seligsohn*
Randi & Peter Shaw
Phyllis & Robert Shaw
Audrey Shine
Valerie & Michael Siegman
Faith & Charles Simmons*
Andrea Graham & Geoffrey Simon*
Cindy & Paul Sper
Harvey Stahl
Ellen & Peter Stark
Sherry & Edward Stein
Leslie & Richard Stein
Karie & Stephen Swindal*
Bobbie & Ted Taub*
Jean Valenti
Ruth VanDyke
Brian Waksman*
Shelly & Steven Walk
Alex & Andrew Warren*
Becky & Rick Weinberg
Stuart Weinberg
Melody & Tom Wisdo
Ruth & Jean Yadley
Miriam Zack
Debra & Scott Zepeda

*Donation is new or increased from 
last year and will be matched by the 
Dobkin, LaFuente, Rachelson, and 
Singer Torah Circle Challenge.

If you would like to make a donation to the 2020-2021 Torah Circle, please call the temple office at (813) 876-2377.If you would like to make a donation to the 2020-2021 Torah Circle, please call the temple office at (813) 876-2377.



High Holy Days
We would love for you to be a part of this year’s High 
Holy Day service!

If you would like to be included, record a video of 
yourself or your family answering the following 
question in one or two sentences:

 “What do the High Holy Days mean to you?”

We may not be able to use every video in its enti-
rety, but everyone who submits an answer will be 
included in our video montage.

Also, if you have a shofar, please send a video of 
your best Tekiah Gedolah.

Send all videos to Rabbi Simon at jsimon@zedek.org.

Congregation Schaarai Zedek
3303 W Swann Ave
Tampa, FL 33609-4643

CSZ AT
HOME

While information about programming is not 
currently being mailed to your homes, please 
make sure to read our weekly CSZ at Home 
emails and visit zedek.org often for information 
about services, classes, and other gatherings.

Feel free to call the temple office with questions 
any time!

Website: zedek.org
Email: office@zedek.org
Phone: (813) 876-2377
Facebook: @csztampa
Instagram: @schaaraizedek
YouTube: Congregation Schaarai Zedek


